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The theme for this issue is “The Road to Recovery – A Team
Effort.” Four of us from Region Ten have recently returned
from attending OA’s 47th annual World Service Business
Conference. It is a privilege to be able to attend, take part
and witness the world wide group conscience in action.
Delegates from countries such as Mexico, Brazil, Costa Rica,
the Virgin Islands, United Kingdom, France, Belgium, Italy,
Austria, Israel, Italy, Spain, Sweden, Canada, the USA and
of course Australia and New Zealand attended. The agenda
for the week was full. Reports in this news sheet will hopefully
give you a good overview of the topics covered.

Prior to the start of
Conference, the Board of
Trustees (BOT) have their
quarterly face to face meeting.
Some of the outcomes of this
meeting were:
• The restriction that Service
Boards may not apply for
World Service Business
Conference Delegate Support
Funding more than once
every five years has been
removed.
• A new Strong Meetings
Checklist has been approved.
• The Voices of Recovery will
be made available in large
print.
• The Fundraising and Prudent
Reserve Guidelines for Groups
and Intergroups have been

amended. In particular,  the
word “donation” has been
replaced with “contribution” or
“7th tradition contribution” to
emphasis our tradition of
being self supporting through
our own contributions.

• The Professional Presentation
Folder will be made available
as a regular literature item.
Previously they were only
available as a reduced cost
literature item and due to
prohibitively high shipping
costs unaffordable to those in
Region Ten.

• The Service and Traditions
Manual has been expanded to
include greater emphasis on
the Concepts and several
additional workshops have

Its new title is Service, Traditions and
Concepts Workshop Manual.

Virtual meetings are usually on line
or telephone meetings, but any
meeting that replicates a face to face
meeting through electronic media
qualifies as a virtual meeting.

Virtual meetings will be able to
develop and affiliate with a Virtual
Service Board independent of any region
structure or they may affiliate with a
face to face intergroup. Delegates
representing Virtual Service Boards may
attend Conference. Each year a Region
Trustee will be appointed to serve
Virtual Service Boards. This
appointment will be rotated through
the ten regions. This year I have been
appointed the Trustee to serve Virtual
Service Boards.

BOT committee appointments for

the year are confirmed following Con-
ference. I have been granted a second
year to chair the Board Approved
Literature Committee. All OA
literature is reviewed at seven year
intervals to make sure it still reflects
current OA policy and practise. Serving
on this committee involves review of
existing literature and development of
new literature. Guidelines for Dealing
With Disruptive Members is a new piece
of literature that is planned to be
developed this year. I will also be
serving on the OA Convention 2010
committee as per last year (organising
the 2010 convention, celebrating 50
years of OA, being held in Los Angeles)
and a new committee for me, the
Technology/Web Site committee.

Look out later in the year for a
survey that aims to determine the
number of members in OA. This will
be a world wide survey. Currently the
survey is being translated into as many
languages as possible. The last survey
OA conducted was in 2002 so this
survey is long overdue.

Back to the theme of “The Road to
Recovery – A Team Effort” a little closer
to home! I hope to see as many of you
as possible in Perth for our annual
Region Ten Assembly and Convention.

and particularly so in Perth, which is
one of our more geographically isolated
Intergroups.
In love and service
Di C.
Region Ten Trustee

been added. The language has been
amended to move away from talking
about “tradition violations” to more
positive terminology such as
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All the motions to includeAll the motions to includeAll the motions to includeAll the motions to includeAll the motions to include
virtual meetings in our servicevirtual meetings in our servicevirtual meetings in our servicevirtual meetings in our servicevirtual meetings in our service

structure were adopted.structure were adopted.structure were adopted.structure were adopted.structure were adopted.
It has taken several years toIt has taken several years toIt has taken several years toIt has taken several years toIt has taken several years to

develop a proposal that will servedevelop a proposal that will servedevelop a proposal that will servedevelop a proposal that will servedevelop a proposal that will serve
these meetings and allow themthese meetings and allow themthese meetings and allow themthese meetings and allow themthese meetings and allow them

to contribute and participateto contribute and participateto contribute and participateto contribute and participateto contribute and participate
in the group consciencein the group consciencein the group consciencein the group consciencein the group conscience

of OA as a whole.of OA as a whole.of OA as a whole.of OA as a whole.of OA as a whole.

“in keeping with our traditions”

I am looking forward to sharingI am looking forward to sharingI am looking forward to sharingI am looking forward to sharingI am looking forward to sharing
experience, strength, and hopeexperience, strength, and hopeexperience, strength, and hopeexperience, strength, and hopeexperience, strength, and hope

with others throughout the Regionwith others throughout the Regionwith others throughout the Regionwith others throughout the Regionwith others throughout the Region

Faith, our Region Chairperson, will
give you a full account of business
outcomes at conference. I aim to
highlight only the inclusion of virtual
meetings into our service structure.
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Hello I have just returned from World Service Business Conference (WSBC),
held in Albuquerque, New Mexico, as the Chairperson for Region Ten. Part of
my role is to represent service bodies and unaffiliated groups within our Region
that are unable to send a Delegate.

The Wednesday Morning Forum
this year was presented by the Region
Chairpersons and was remarkably
organized before WSBC via email and
teleconferences between the Region
Chairs in USA, Canada, England and
New Zealand.

The topic of the forum for this year
was the OA Strategic plan and how to
bring to life the 4 strategic goals:

Public and Professional Awareness
Strong Meetings
Committed Service Bodies
Financial Health

And 5 levels of service structure:
WSBC and its committees
Regions, their Assemblies and
Committees
Intergroups and Service Boards and
their Committees
Groups and Meetings
Abstinent OA members.
Following a presentation, the

delegates were randomly allocated to 20
tables to brainstorm solutions to the
20 different versions of the question;
“What actions can the …eg Service
structure….. … take to promote ….eg
strategic goal?”

During the business sessions one
piece of literature, a revision of the
pamphlet, “Treatment and Beyond” was

granted the Conference Seal of
Approval. Conference was very busy
with twelve Business Motions and
twelve Bylaws Proposals for the
delegates to consider and vote on. The
following is an overview of some of the
results.
Proposal G: Overeaters Anonymous
World Service Office (WSO) will now
sell recovery chips marked with years
from 1 to 20 and 25, 30, 35, 40 years.

Proposal J: The Fellowship of
Overeaters Anonymous recognizing
the existence of Special Focus Meetings,
(i.e. gay and lesbian meetings, women’s
meetings, men’s meetings, 100-
pounders, maintainers, old timers, and
people of various cultural
backgrounds, etc.) was adopted.

Proposal F:  After much discussion
and several amendments the proposal
submitted by Sydney IG that WSO
recognize and endorse a new initiative
“Compulsive Overeaters Awareness Week”
(COAW) was defeated.

Proposal I: The policy advocating
replacing “Unity with Diversity” with the
wording “Special Concept Meetings” was
defeated.
Proposal L: To amend the statement
on Abstinence and Recovery was
defeated.

Proposal 2: The qualifications for Trustee was amended to be: (i) five years of
current continuous abstinence.
Proposal 3: To be elected, each Trustee nominee must receive a majority vote
of the delegates present and voting at the time of the election.

A summary report of the outcome of all Business Motions and Bylaw Amend-
ments will be available on www.oa.org.

It has been a privilege to have served you,
Faith M.
Region Ten Chairperson

COMMITTEE REPORTS

FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT

To date the position of Region Ten Treasurer is still vacant. This is an excellent
service position especially as the Treasurer is backed by an enthusiastic
Fundraising Committee. If you have the skills required to fulfill this position
please contact the Region Ten Trustee.

FUNDRAISING EFFORTS

• Initial plans to make and sell clocks have been withdrawn due to lack of
expertise and the risk of producing items that we can not guarantee will
perform.

• The Fundraising Committee has raised funds through the efforts of our
hard working committee members who have made book covers and
7th Tradition bags.

• Income to Region Ten is $500 above budget and significantly below
costs .

• The committee will continue to work toward producing and selling the
remaining fundraising items.

Yours in recovery
Thea F
Region Ten Finance Committee Chair

Any service, no matter how small,Any service, no matter how small,Any service, no matter how small,Any service, no matter how small,Any service, no matter how small,
helps to carry the messagehelps to carry the messagehelps to carry the messagehelps to carry the messagehelps to carry the message

to the still suffering compulsive overeater.to the still suffering compulsive overeater.to the still suffering compulsive overeater.to the still suffering compulsive overeater.to the still suffering compulsive overeater.
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JAPAN LANGUAGE SERVICE BOARD REPORT
The past year has been a busy one for the Japan Language Service Board

(“JLSB”), which was registered with World Service Office only last year. The
board represents approximately 9 meetings and over 50 members from all over
Japan.

The Language Service Board was set
up to translate and distribute
authorised OA literature in Japanese,
for Japanese members. Since being
established, the Board has worked on
translating the newly simplified OA
sample Intergroup Bylaws from English
to Japanese, and then adapting them
to reflect the realities of the service
body’s structure.

It is the first service body above the group level in JapanIt is the first service body above the group level in JapanIt is the first service body above the group level in JapanIt is the first service body above the group level in JapanIt is the first service body above the group level in Japan
that is devoted entirely to service for Japanese speaking members,that is devoted entirely to service for Japanese speaking members,that is devoted entirely to service for Japanese speaking members,that is devoted entirely to service for Japanese speaking members,that is devoted entirely to service for Japanese speaking members,

 that has also been registered and incorporated that has also been registered and incorporated that has also been registered and incorporated that has also been registered and incorporated that has also been registered and incorporated
in the wider OA fellowship.in the wider OA fellowship.in the wider OA fellowship.in the wider OA fellowship.in the wider OA fellowship.

As the five Board members are based
in various regions of Japan, and one
member is based overseas, the board
“meets,” does its work and decides
matters online, mainly via email
correspondence. One or two of its
members meet with representatives of
the OA groups it serves (mainly those
based in the greater Tokyo meeting) at
OA business meetings monthly.
Correspondence with groups outside
Tokyo is otherwise carried out via email
and regular mail, with minutes of the
business meetings, information from
WSO and greater fellowship and
information about the status of
translations being sent out via the post.

Recently, a number of the Board’s
members have been busy distributing
the first instalment of the Japanese
translation of the OA 12&12 (this
translation work was initially part-
funded with a grant from Region 10).
Under the OA new translation
procedures introduced a few years ago,
service bodies like the JLSB are given
permission to translate literature, and
then provided with provisional licenses
to distribute the draft translation
among its members. These members
then provide feedback and suggestions
on improvement of the translation,
which are incorporated over the 2 year
period of the provisional license, until
a final draft is completed, and
submitted to OA Inc for approval.

In Japan, the JLSB has asked each
group it serves to appoint a literature
liaison person, and through them has
been coordinating feedback on
translations from each group. In
addition to sending out the Japanese
translation of Steps 1-10 (the first
instalment of the 12&12 translation),

....your meeting in a letter box.

Do you or does your group subscribe to Lifeline?
This magazine offers one of the most effective means
of carrying the message of recovery to the still suffering
compulsive eater.

It also provides OA members with a wonderful oppor-
tunity to give service and to enrich their recovery.

For more information check out the OA Website at
www.oa.org and follow the links.

Correlating and then incorporating
the feedback on the Step 1-10 draft
translation from groups around Japan
has proven to be an enormous task,
which the JLSB secretary has carried out
during a month of full time unpaid
work on the project.  While the task
has been daunting, the secretary has
indicated that the literature translation
has been improved and greatly enriched
by this democratic process, which
ensures the views of all the OA

G.S.
WSO/Region Liaison
Japan Language Service Board

bilingual members of OA have
volunteered to translate a number of
the core OA pamphlets and the
Suggested Meeting Format, and these draft
translations have also been sent to
groups for their feedback.

members who will use this text are
incorporated. The same process will be
conducted twice more, before the
finalised translation of the whole
12&12 is ready for submission to OA
Inc.  The JLSB’s role will then move to
one of publishing and distributing OA
approved literature in Japanese.  We are
sure this will prove a whole new
challenge in itself, and a chance to learn
a whole new gambit of skills related to
publishing and distribution, as we
continue to try and meet the needs of
the Japanese groups we serve.

IN THE NEXT ISSUE OF NEWS SHEET WE WILL:

Inform you of what is happening in various Intergroups:
Report on what various Region Ten committees are doing:
Inspire you with a personal contribution focusing on the

  theme of:  “Happy, Joyous and Free!”“Happy, Joyous and Free!”“Happy, Joyous and Free!”“Happy, Joyous and Free!”“Happy, Joyous and Free!”
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INTERGROUP REPORT

Intergroup Activities/Highlights:
• PI currently post flyers around town and in various location (doctors

rooms etc) and a regular advertisment is placed in the local paper. All
information list eh OA website and many visitors and newcomers find
OA through this method.

Intergroup Issues:
• Intergroup Office holders tend to have more than one service position
• Fundraising and P.I are two areas that need attention.
• As with other OA I/G’s and groups we need more people to take up

service at both levels.
Other Relevant Information:

• Dunedin OA and I/G has now being going over 18 years. It still
comprises two home groups:

• Wednesday OA and AA literature meeting is well attended,
• Saturday 12 & 12 meeting attendance has declined.

In keeping with the group conscience and Dunedin I/G’s policy the
Saturday meeting will be supported until it can generate its funds.

• At a group level, members sign up to lead meetings for the month or for
x number of weeks. This is not quite the usual “one person acting as
secretary for a year or six months”, but it works extremely well for Dunedin.

• Newcomers are encouraged and no one person feels overwhelmed.
• Sponsors are available, and sponsorees are actively encouraged to “walk

the walk”.

Yours in service
Emily R.
Dunedin Region Ten Representative

DUNEDIN INTERGROUP

Intergroup Meets: 4 to 5 times per year or
when members decide it is time to discuss
issues, finances etc.

Approx number of members: 16

Number of groups: 2 - Wednesday/Saturday

Intergroup Positions: Secretary, Treasurer,
Region Ten Representative, Public Information Co-ordinator, Literature Officer,
Answerphone Co-ordinator.

UNAFFILIATED GROUPS REPORTS

Always
to extend the hand and heart of OA

to all who share my compulsion;
for this I am responsible.

woman in AA who has translated a lot of AA literature  and so far we have had
the 12 Steps from the 12 & 12 translated along with the complete Newcomer
Packet of pamphlets.

BANGKOK GROUP

Relevant Information:

Best regards,
Tim P.
Bangkok OA Group

Number of members: 2

Number of groups: 1

• Then because there was suddenly literature available for discussion at
the meeting level, two of the Thai members started a new Thai language
meeting  and all our members are invited to attend.

• So far we have two members but we have had Thai newcomers in the
past who did not stay, perhaps because of the language barrier, but now
maybe more will stay. It is all up to our Higher Power but at least we’re
doing some footwork in the area of Outreach.

• We seem to be getting a fair number of in-town visitors who find out
aboutus from the website so thanks to whoever does that for being so
timely with the updates.

Our membership is growing slowly but steadily. Early
on recognizing the need for OA in Thailand -
amongst Thais as well as “falang” - we made a group
conscience to get literature translated into Thai. We
found a terrific translator whose work has been run
by both Thai people in the program and a Thai
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UNAFFILIATED GROUPS REPORTS Cont.

Approx number of members: 12 - 5 core members

HONG KONG GROUP

Number of groups:  2
Hong Kong: 1
Shenzhen: 1

Group Meets: Twice per week, Thursday night
which is the original meeting, and Saturday afternoon.

Other Relevant Information:
•There has been an OA presence here on and off

for approximately 15 years. All our meetings are English speaking, and at the
moment all our members are expatriots. Our newest meeting is in Shenzhen,
which is just near the Hong Kong border.

•The Thursday night meeting is still well attended, up to 7 people, while 1
to 2 people usually attend the Saturday afternoon meeting.

•Some of our members attended OA meetings in
other countries, such as Germany, England, Dubai
and Australia before we arrived in Hong Kong, so we
know what it is like to have a large group with lots of
recovery. Others are newcomers and have only been
to our cozy meetings here!

•Our meeting room is adjacent to the infamous
Borrett Rd AA meeting rooms at 12 Borrett Rd, Mid Levels on Hong Kong
Island. The majority of 12 Step meetings are held between these 2 rooms.

•Any visitors to the area can call me on my mobile on +852 92238420 or
email us at oahongkong@gmail.com to make sure the meetings are on. At
times we find we are all travelling so a meeting may be cancelled, but we try
our best to have them open.

In fellowship,
Katie
Hong Kong OA Group

My Experiences of the 2008 WSBCMy Experiences of the 2008 WSBCMy Experiences of the 2008 WSBCMy Experiences of the 2008 WSBCMy Experiences of the 2008 WSBC
I have just had the wonderful privilege of attending the 2008 World

Service Business Conference.  This is my second time at Conference during
my four years as WSBC Delegate for Brisbane Intergroup.

Of all the workshops/forums on
offer, the one that stood out as the
most inspiring and rewarding for me
was;

One of the most exciting results
of this year’s Conference was that a
motion was passed to set up a fund
of $20,000 to assist non-English-
speaking countries with translation
of OA literature.

Yours in service
Lucy H
Brisbane Intergroup WS Delegate

This forum comprised eleven
speakers from various OA regions;
England, Spain, Israel, Canada
(French-speaking), Sweden, Puerto
Rico, Brazil, Italy and Mexico.

Luckily, things are changing, with
many countries now being able to
have OA literature translated to their
native language.  Imagine how much
easier it will be for them to work the
OA program.

Two of the speakers spoke in their
native language, with people
translating to English. They told of
their difficulties in trying to get OA
literature that was understandable at
their meetings, and how they only
had minimum pamphlets/books that
were translated.  The delegate from
Canada spoke in French and English.
One of the speakers from England
handed around a sheet of text written
in Greek and asked all present to try
and read it, and to think about how

 it would be if WSO was in another
country other than the US.

“Can We All Read the Map?
A Forum on Language in OA”.

I put my hand in yours andI put my hand in yours andI put my hand in yours andI put my hand in yours andI put my hand in yours and
together we can do what we could never do alone!together we can do what we could never do alone!together we can do what we could never do alone!together we can do what we could never do alone!together we can do what we could never do alone!

No longer is there a sense of loneliness.No longer is there a sense of loneliness.No longer is there a sense of loneliness.No longer is there a sense of loneliness.No longer is there a sense of loneliness.
No longer must we each dependNo longer must we each dependNo longer must we each dependNo longer must we each dependNo longer must we each depend
on our own unsteady willpower.on our own unsteady willpower.on our own unsteady willpower.on our own unsteady willpower.on our own unsteady willpower.

We are all together now, reaching out our handsWe are all together now, reaching out our handsWe are all together now, reaching out our handsWe are all together now, reaching out our handsWe are all together now, reaching out our hands
for power and strength greater than ours,for power and strength greater than ours,for power and strength greater than ours,for power and strength greater than ours,for power and strength greater than ours,

and as we join handsand as we join handsand as we join handsand as we join handsand as we join hands
we find love and understanding,we find love and understanding,we find love and understanding,we find love and understanding,we find love and understanding,

beyond our  wildest dreams.beyond our  wildest dreams.beyond our  wildest dreams.beyond our  wildest dreams.beyond our  wildest dreams.

How hard would if beHow hard would if beHow hard would if beHow hard would if beHow hard would if be
if we had to read literatureif we had to read literatureif we had to read literatureif we had to read literatureif we had to read literature

in another language?in another language?in another language?in another language?in another language?
 This is how it is now This is how it is now This is how it is now This is how it is now This is how it is now

for some of our fellow OAersfor some of our fellow OAersfor some of our fellow OAersfor some of our fellow OAersfor some of our fellow OAers
in other parts of the world.in other parts of the world.in other parts of the world.in other parts of the world.in other parts of the world.
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My Experiences of WSBC as a Green DotMy Experiences of WSBC as a Green DotMy Experiences of WSBC as a Green DotMy Experiences of WSBC as a Green DotMy Experiences of WSBC as a Green Dot
It was a privilege to have attended the 2008 World Service Business

Conference as a “Green Dot” (a WSBC newcomer). Conference was very
structured but the atmosphere was loving and supportive so I did not feel at
any time that I was too overwhelmed or on my own – there was always
somebody to ask questions of – and I had lots of questions!

I was very fortunate to have had
financial support from both the
Region Ten and World Service
Delegate support funds and our local
Intergroup whom I represented.

The theme “The Road to Recovery
– a Team Effort” was emphasised by
those who reminded us that this is a
program about “we” not just in our
personal recovery but also in the
service structure.

prior to the business meetings.  There
was a lot of valuable sharing at these
workshops, from people with many,
many years of abstinence and those
who are relatively new to program;
recordings of these workshops are
available from WSO and I
recommend you get copies for
yourself, group or Intergroup.

On the Thursday night there was
a presentation, “Can We All Read the
Map? A Forum on Language in OA”,
given by various members for whom
English is not their first language.  It
was a real insight into the problem
of carrying the message of OA to the
millions and millions of people not
living in English speaking countries
and the huge amounts of service and
cost that members and service bodies
give to translate, print and distribute
literature.

At Conference and during the
upcoming year I will be working on
the 12th Step Within committee.
One of our tasks is to review the

Seventeen years ago – before OA
– you could not have convinced me
that this is what I’d be doing – I was
barely leaving the house let alone
travelling half way across the world
to sit amongst and speak in front of
200 hundred people!

And what message do I bring
home for my own recovery?  People

around the world may work their
program slightly differently but no-
one had an easier, softer, better or
more exciting way.

It’s the same message I hear in my
home group – it’s comforting to know
that it’s the same the world over.

Yours in service,
Nell
Hamilton Intergroup Delegate, NZ

There is no There is no There is no There is no There is no “us”“us”“us”“us”“us” and  and  and  and  and “them”“them”“them”“them”“them” – – – – –
we were all working togetherwe were all working togetherwe were all working togetherwe were all working togetherwe were all working together

at Conference and locallyat Conference and locallyat Conference and locallyat Conference and locallyat Conference and locally
to do what is bestto do what is bestto do what is bestto do what is bestto do what is best
for OA as a whole.for OA as a whole.for OA as a whole.for OA as a whole.for OA as a whole.

I encourage youI encourage youI encourage youI encourage youI encourage you
and your service bodiesand your service bodiesand your service bodiesand your service bodiesand your service bodies
to utilise these fundsto utilise these fundsto utilise these fundsto utilise these fundsto utilise these funds

that are available to all (certainthat are available to all (certainthat are available to all (certainthat are available to all (certainthat are available to all (certain
criteria apply)criteria apply)criteria apply)criteria apply)criteria apply)

and also to contribute to them toand also to contribute to them toand also to contribute to them toand also to contribute to them toand also to contribute to them to
enable other delegates to attend.enable other delegates to attend.enable other delegates to attend.enable other delegates to attend.enable other delegates to attend.
It would be awesome to see moreIt would be awesome to see moreIt would be awesome to see moreIt would be awesome to see moreIt would be awesome to see more

people from Region Tenpeople from Region Tenpeople from Region Tenpeople from Region Tenpeople from Region Ten
attending WSBC andattending WSBC andattending WSBC andattending WSBC andattending WSBC and

contributing to the decisioncontributing to the decisioncontributing to the decisioncontributing to the decisioncontributing to the decision
making of OA worldwide.making of OA worldwide.making of OA worldwide.making of OA worldwide.making of OA worldwide.

I went to all the workshops I
possibly could over the three days

It was also very humbling to beIt was also very humbling to beIt was also very humbling to beIt was also very humbling to beIt was also very humbling to be
reminded of how lucky I amreminded of how lucky I amreminded of how lucky I amreminded of how lucky I amreminded of how lucky I am

to have all literatureto have all literatureto have all literatureto have all literatureto have all literature
and WSO correspondenceand WSO correspondenceand WSO correspondenceand WSO correspondenceand WSO correspondence

readily available to mereadily available to mereadily available to mereadily available to mereadily available to me
in a language I understand.in a language I understand.in a language I understand.in a language I understand.in a language I understand.

12th Step Within Handbook (this is due
for the 7 yearly review). I look forward
to working with the enthusiastic
people on this committee and having
input to a valuable piece of literature.

Attending WSBC as a delegateAttending WSBC as a delegateAttending WSBC as a delegateAttending WSBC as a delegateAttending WSBC as a delegate
and serving on a committeeand serving on a committeeand serving on a committeeand serving on a committeeand serving on a committee

are privileges:are privileges:are privileges:are privileges:are privileges:
a gift to my recovery.a gift to my recovery.a gift to my recovery.a gift to my recovery.a gift to my recovery.

Those who are in recoveryThose who are in recoveryThose who are in recoveryThose who are in recoveryThose who are in recovery
and have what I want,and have what I want,and have what I want,and have what I want,and have what I want,

carry the same basic message –carry the same basic message –carry the same basic message –carry the same basic message –carry the same basic message –
they work and livethey work and livethey work and livethey work and livethey work and live

 the 12 Steps, Traditions the 12 Steps, Traditions the 12 Steps, Traditions the 12 Steps, Traditions the 12 Steps, Traditions
and Conceptsand Conceptsand Conceptsand Conceptsand Concepts

in all that they do.in all that they do.in all that they do.in all that they do.in all that they do.

What does Region Ten have to offer me?What does Region Ten have to offer me?What does Region Ten have to offer me?What does Region Ten have to offer me?What does Region Ten have to offer me?
In each edition of News Sheet reports from various Committees, Intergroups,

Unaffiliated Groups inform the Region of just what is happening and when.
Even so people may ask: “But what does Region Ten have to offer me?” And the
answer would be, “Actually quite a lot.” One of the best ways to learn more about
Region Ten would be to visit the website at: www.oaregion10.org

What services does Region Ten supply?What services does Region Ten supply?What services does Region Ten supply?What services does Region Ten supply?What services does Region Ten supply?
Through several committees that work all year,
Region Ten offers many services some of which
are:

What area does Region Ten cover?What area does Region Ten cover?What area does Region Ten cover?What area does Region Ten cover?What area does Region Ten cover?
Southeast Asia, Australia, The Far East, New

Zealand, The Western Pacific Basin.

Region Ten also supplies information on
Events/Assemblies/Conferences held during the

year in the Region and worldwide.

Intergroup Support - Outreach - Website -
Public Information - Contacts List -
News Sheet - Budget and Finance.
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SERVICE BODIES CONTACT DETAILS

JAPAN
Japan International Intergroup

AUSTRALIA NEW ZEALAND

Wellington Intergroup
PO Box 5332
Wellington
Telephone: (+64 4) 384 8821
Email: Wellington@OARegion10.org

Dunedin Intergroup
PO Box 6476
Dunedin
Telephone: (+64 3) 477 2255

Canterbury Intergroup
PO Box 2451
Christchurch
Telephone: (+64 3) 365 3812
Email: Canterburyoa@yahoo.com

Hamilton Intergroup
PO Box 19128
Hamilton 2001
Telephone: (+64 7) 839 1599
Email: Hamilton@OARegion10.org

Auckland OA Intergroup
PO Box 90380
Victoria Street West
Auckland 1142
Telephone: (+64 9) 376 3068

Sydney Intergroup
PO Box 35
Dulwich Hill
New South Wales 2203
Telephone: (+61 2) 9518 3004
Email: Sydney@OARegion10.org
Website: www.oasydney.org

Perth Intergroup
Overeaters Anonymous
2 Delhi Street, West Perth
Western Australia 6005
Telephone: (+61 8) 9420 7254
Email: Perth@OARegion10.org

Melbourne Intergroup
GPO Box 1102J
Melbourne, Victoria 3001
Telephone: (+61 3) 9521 3696
Email: admin@oa.org.au
Website: oa.org.au

Brisbane Intergroup
PO Box 15015
City East, Brisbane
Queensland 4002
Telephone: (+61 7) 3229 6977
Email: Brisbane@OARegion10.org

Aoraki Intergroup
Waihi Bush
83 Burdon Road
21 RD Geraldine, South Canterbury
Email: lorina@ihug.co.nz

Japanese Language Service Board
2-6-9-904 Fukuzumi, Koto ku
Tokyo 135-0032
Japan

Intergroup Chairs/Secretaries:
Please keep these details up-to-date by advising

the Region Secretary and
World Service Office of any changes.

Find a meeting near 
you at  www.oa.org  

Email: info@oaregion10.org 

Overeaters Anonymous (OA) is a fellowship of
individuals who, through shared experience, strength and
hope, are recovering from compulsive overeating. We
welcome everyone who wants to stop eating compulsively.
There are no dues or fees for members; we are self-
supporting through our own contributions, neither
soliciting nor accepting outside donations. OA is not
affiliated with any public or private organization,
political movement, ideology or religious doctrine; we
take no position on outside issues.  Our primary purpose
is to abstain from compulsive overeating and to carry
this message of recovery to those who still suffer.

OA Region Ten includes countries and territories in
Australia, the Far East, New Zealand, South East Asia
and the Western Pacific Basin.

Disclaimer: Region Ten News Sheet expresses the views and experience of OAers recovering
in all parts of Region Ten.  Opinions expressed in News Sheet are not to be attributed to
Region Ten or to OA as a whole, and publication of any article does not imply endorsement
by Region Ten, Region Ten News Sheet or Overeaters Anonymous, except where so indicated.

EVENTS CALENDAR
S E R E N I T Y
P R A Y E R

“God,
grant me the

C O U R A G E
to change the things I can,

and

W I S D O M
to know the difference.”

S E R E N I T Y
to accept the things I cannot

change,

Adelaide Intergroup
PO Box 206
Unley
South Australia 5061
Telephone: (+61 8) 8224 0500

24 - 28 SEPT 2008

Region Ten
ASSEMBLY & CONVENTION

PERTH, W.A.

“““““Happy, Joyous and Free”Happy, Joyous and Free”Happy, Joyous and Free”Happy, Joyous and Free”Happy, Joyous and Free”

4-11-9 Shimouma
Setagaya ku
Tokyo 154-0002
Japan
Email: Intergroup1@oatokyo.org
Website: www.oatokyo.org


